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e-Business in the Enterprise

The Next Step: e-Forms
in the Workplace

T his column has focused on how e-business
technology can be utilized inside the

enterprise and integrated with existing and
legacy systems. One of the most immediate
and beneficial application areas to emerge
is online forms processing. This month’s
column explores different types of forms
processing and the technology required to
support this processing in a secure manner.

THE INTRANET: THE IDEAL
FORMS REPOSITORY

Many organizations have well-established
intranet sites and employees who rely on
the availability of internal company web
servers for access to common forms and
company documents. It is common to find
expense reports, payroll and retirement
change forms, purchase requests, and
human resource management documents in
Adobe’s PDF format readily available for
download. This provides a convenience for
both users and administrators, cutting down
on the time it takes to obtain common
forms needed for daily operations. Of
course, the “e”-part stops there. The forms
must then be printed and channeled through
traditional business processes.

Less common, but growing in popularity,
are forms with an application backend
that enables user data input and processing.
The advantage to having applications
behind the form is that the data entered
can then be sent directly to a database,
another application for further manipula-
tion, or a person for much improved
streamlined processing. Most of the
input-driven forms I’ve seen on intranet
sites don’t deal with private or secure
information, but rather are more often
surveys, employee feedback, or lookup-
type information.

FORMS THAT REQUIRE SECURITY

The benefits of being able to download
forms are evident, but that leaves a large
number of potential applications for pro-
cessing forms electronically that require
user or company privacy, signatures for
approval, or tighter security in general.

Secure “https” sessions to web servers are
easily supported with secure sockets layer
(SSL) and a server-side certificate. The
security benefit to server-side certificates
and SSL is that the user is assured the server
he is submitting information to is indeed
the intended recipient and the information
passing between the workstation and the
web server is encrypted. This allows

companies to implement online forms that
protect confidential or personal information
such as a social security number, medical
information, etc. An example where SSL is
used effectively is submission and processing
of financial and medical applications (as in
“fill out this application”) and permits
(hunting fishing, etc.) However, https by
itself does nothing to ensure that the person
filling out the form is who they say they are,
nor does it support authorization any more
than plain text http.

Consider the security requirements for
processing a simple purchase-request for
some office supplies. At a minimum, any
prudent business process will want to ensure
the following before approving the request:

● The signature on the purchase request
is that of a qualified manager.

● The item description/part numbers and
quantities of materials have not been
altered from the original (hence the
white, yellow, pink copies that are filed
and reviewed by internal audit).

With hand-written purchase requests,
signature fraud and changes in items or
quantities are usually flagged by scribbles
and hand writing differences, whereas a
plain text electronic form intercepted by
receiving could easily be changed from “(5)
20-inch flat color monitors” to “(6) 20- inch
flat color monitors” without suspicion.

Consider also the security requirements
of a system that enables employees to view,
update, and change their 401K or retirement
contribution information. Not only would it
require an authorizing signature and data
integrity, but it would also need to ensure
data privacy and strong authentication.
Similar requirements would be necessary
for electronically processing expense
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reports, insurance claims, fund manage-
ment, insurance beneficiaries, etc. Recall
from previous columns that the basis of a
public key infrastructure (PKI) is to provide:

● authorization
● identification
● privacy
● data Integrity
● non-repudiation

In my May 2000 column, I described how
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) can
be used to access directory information
from within web applications. XML can
also be used to add security to electronic
forms processing by enabling direct and
secure communications between the form
application and an organization’s PKI. So
when you shop for e-form products, consider
that the ideal solution can be integrated with
a company’s PKI where digital certificates
and digital signatures can be used to ensure
whatever security requirements are needed.
A leading company that specializes in forms
processing and integration with PKI and
other office automation systems is JetForm
Corporation (www.jetform.com), headquar-
tered in Ottawa, Canada.

JetForm has a variety of forms-based
application and workflow automation
products. Their most popular and recent
PKI-ready offering is FormFlow 99, which
integrates directly with Entrust’s Authority
and Verisign’s Onsite products. Obviously,
this column is in no way meant to be a
review of FormFlow or its competitors, but

simply a mention of one product that fits the
“business need” of the column topic.

SUMMARY

e-Form solutions are not restricted to
internal intranet operations, but are also
used over the Internet for business-to-business
(B2B) applications. The amount of money
and time that can be saved by using elec-
tronic forms integration is remarkable. I’m
not certain of the exact return on investment
(ROI) possible, but instinct says it’s sub-
stantial. Studies and research conducted by
Microsoft and Gartner Group estimate that
processing a single paper form averages
over $150 (U.S.) per transaction, and for
every dollar spent producing a paper
form, it costs an additional $30 to $60
dollars to process the form.1 Depending
on the use and reliance of paper forms in

your organization, those numbers can add
up quickly.

For many organizations, migration to
e-form systems is eminent, for others it is
just forward thinking. The U.S. Government
Paperwork Elimination Act (GPEA) initiated
in October 1998 calls for the Office of
Management and Budget to develop and
publish guidelines to aid federal agencies in
developing electronic versions of forms and
to accept electronic signatures on forms
requiring a signature. Many state agencies
are following suit with their own initiatives.

Noted, there is a lot of planning, design,
migration, implementation, and management
required to embrace the potential of electronic
form integration. This column was intended
to be a high-level overview of the benefits
and applications. If you are interested in
knowing more about particular aspects of
this technology, please let me know.  
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1According to research information made available on the JetForm website (www.jetform.com).


